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ABSTRACT
While information systems became ever more complex and the interdependence of these systems
increased, mission-critical services should be survivable even in the presence of cyber attacks or internal
failures. Node replication can be used to protect a mission-critical system against faults that may occur
naturally or be caused by malicious attackers. The overall reliability increases by the number of replicas.
However, when the replicas are a perfect copy of each other, a successful attack or failure in any node
can be instantaneously repeated in all the other nodes. Eventually, the service of those nodes will
discontinue, which may affect the system’s mission. Therefore, it becomes evident that there must be more
survivable approach with diversity among the replicas in mission-critical systems. In particular, this
research investigates the best binary voting mechanism among replicas. Furthermore, with experimental
results, we compare the simple majority mechanism with hierarchical decision process and discuss their
trade-offs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Researchers have recently investigated the Internet topology and concluded that it has a
hierarchical structure [1]. Further, new developments in cloud computing make it possible to
run applications using numerous computer nodes or virtual machines distributed around the
world. This advancement in cloud computing facilitates the design of fault-tolerant networks.
In fact, one approach to fault-tolerant networks is node replication. Using replicated nodes, the
system-of-nodes can tolerate the failure of a few replicas while guarantying critical
functionality.
One specific technique of fault-tolerant networks is binary voting. Binary voting is of great
interest when the system’s defender wants to make a binary decision from the monitoring of a
binary event. The binary event of interest may be distributed in the Internet, the cloud, or in a
large organization that has branches around the world. Moreover, most civilian and military
organizations have a hierarchical structure.
For instance, let us consider that each soldier in a battlefield is equipped with a sensor that
monitors a binary event. Soldiers are partitioned in subsets under the control of a captain. Each
soldier’s sensor directly reports its observation in the form of a binary vote to a minor decision
center commanded by a captain. Each captain reports as a single binary vote its soldier’s
majority opinion to a colonel. Further, each colonel sends to the general a single binary vote
DOI : 10.5121/ijnsa.2012.4401
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consistent with its captains’ majority vote. Only the general has the power to decide and make
its binary decision based uniquely on its colonel’s majority vote.
One contribution of this paper is to analyze what constitutes the optimum vote aggregation
mechanism between simple majority and hierarchical decisions. We find that in most
circumstances, the simple majority rule is more robust than hierarchical decision. However, the
hierarchical vote aggregation method is faster and more scalable. Further, a special
consideration is given to intelligent malicious nodes that attempt to strategically defeat the
aggregate results. The chance that the aggregate decision survives in the presence of
compromised nodes is analyzed in both the hierarchical decision and the simple majority. In
addition, we use the law of diminishing marginal utility to show how to calculate the optimum
number of nodes that participate in the decision process.
In addition to the optimum vote aggregation method and the calculation of the optimum number
of replicas, another contribution of this research is to look into the importance of diversity to
survivability. Definitions and requirements of survivability have been introduced by previous
researchers [2-4]. We define survivability as the capability of an entity to continue its mission
even in the presence of cyber attacks, internal failures, or accidents. An entity ranges from a
single component (object), with its mission in a distributed computing environment, to an
information system that consists of many components to support the overall mission. An entity
may support multiple missions. In order to support the pressing requirements for survivability in
mission-critical systems, we identified the static and dynamic models and discussed their tradeoffs with generic implementation architectures in our previous works [5-10].
The static survivability model is based on redundant components (e.g., multiple copies of a
critical component), prepared before the operation, to support critical services continuously in a
distributed computing environment. Redundant components can be located in the same machine
or in different machines in the same domain or even different domains. The same service can be
provided by identical components (e.g., copies of the original component) or by diverse
components that are implemented in various ways. Isolated redundancy (in different machines
or domains) usually provides higher survivability because the replaced component can be
running in an unaffected area. For instance, if the redundant components are distributed in
different places of the network, the services provided by those components can be recovered in
the event of primary network service failures. However, if there is a successful attack to a
component, replacing that component with an identical copy is not a fundamental solution,
because identical components are vulnerable to the same exploit used in the previously
successful attack.
In the dynamic survivability model, unlike the static model, there are no redundant components.
The components that have failed or are under the control of malicious codes are replaced by
dynamically generated components on-the-fly and deployed in runtime when they are required.
Furthermore, this model allows the replacement of the malicious components with immunized
components if possible, which enables it to provide more robust services than the static model.
If we do not know the exact reason for the failures or types of malicious codes, or if it is hard to
recover components against known failures or from the influence of malicious codes, we can
simply replace the affected component with a new one - thereby creating in a renewed service.
We call this a generic immunization strategy, which can be effective against cyber attacks. If a
component (a machine or a whole domain) is under attack, the generic immunization strategy
suggests generating a new copy of the component and deploying it in a new environment that is
safe from the attack. Although the generic immunization strategy supports service availability
continuously, the new component might still be susceptible to the same failures or attacks.
Technically, it is simpler to implement the static survivability model than the dynamic
survivability model because the former basically requires redundant components prepared to be
used if necessary, while the latter requires other support mechanisms to deal with the
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component in runtime. In the static model, the service downtime is relatively short because the
system just needs to change the service path with one of the previously-prepared redundant
components. However, if the initially selected component is running in its normal state, we do
not need to use other redundant components. We say that in this situation that the resource
efficiency is low. The adaptation capability in this model is based on the reconfiguration among
predefined alternatives. On the contrary, the dynamic model can adapt dynamically to the kind
of failures or attacks that occur in runtime. Furthermore, if component immunization is possible,
it can provide resistance to the same kinds of future failures and attacks. Therefore, the overall
robustness in this model is higher than in the static model. However, the dynamic model has an
inherent disadvantage in terms of service downtime. The recovery process can range from
seconds to a few minutes. This downtime drawback will cause major problems in missioncritical systems because there will be no service provided by the component available during the
recovery period.
Therefore, in order to compensate for the weaknesses in the two models and to enhance the
overall survivability in a mission-critical system, we incorporate the idea of a hybrid model,
which can be implemented by using diverse critical components – components that are
functionally equivalent but whose make-ups are diverse. We refer to these functionally
equivalent yet diversely implemented components as diverse replicas. In this way, we can
reduce the complexity and the service downtime that are caused by the dynamic model, while
we can improve the overall robustness of the static model. In this paper, we apply the idea of
diverse replicas to the voting components in a survivable network. In particular, we consider the
simple majority and hierarchical troika voting mechanisms with/without diversity and discuss
our experimental results.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is dedicated to the related works. Section 3 shows
how to calculate the optimum number of nodes. After the optimum number of nodes is
calculated, we will analyze in Section 4 the optimum nodes’ arrangement. Section 5 exhibits our
numerical results highlighting reliability, intrusion resilience, and diversity. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper and proposes future research directions.

2. RELATED WORKS
In recent years, several researches have focused on binary voting. Kwiat et al. [11] analyzed the
best way to aggregate the nodes’ observations given the nodes’ reliability. The nodes are
assumed to be homogeneous. The reliability of a single node p is its probability to make the
correct decision. They showed that Majority Rule (MR) performs better if the nodes’

observations are highly reliable (p close to 1). But for low value of p,  <  choosing a
Random Dictator (RD) is better than MR. Random Troika (RT) combines the advantage of
those two strategies when the node reliability is unknown 0 ≤  ≤ 1 . Generally, it can be
shown that if a small proportion of nodes are compromised and nodes are highly reliable,
assuming that an odd number of nodes is used, we will have MR=Random N>….>Random
5>RT>RD. However, if the majority of nodes are compromised, the previous inequality is
reversed. That is because, with a majority of compromised nodes, increasing the size of the
subset of deciding nodes also increases the likelihood of compromised nodes taking part in the
decision.
Following the previous research, Wang et al. [12] analyzed the nodes decision in a cluster.
There are n clusters of m nodes, with a total of n*m nodes. The attacker chooses the number of
clusters to attack while the defender chooses how many nodes participate in the decision in each
cluster. They formulated a zero-sum game in which the defender maximizes the expected
number of clusters deciding correctly while the attacker minimizes that number. They proposed
a general framework to find the Nash equilibrium of such a game. However, the cluster
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structure is assumed to be fixed. This research will show that the defender has a better
optimization strategy just by changing the cluster structure.
Malki and Reiter [13] analyze Byzantine quorum systems. They propose a masking quorum
system in which data are consistently replicated to survive an arbitrary failure of data
repositories. Their work also proposes a disseminating quorum system. Faulty server can fail to
redistribute the data but cannot alter them.
Bhattacharjee et al [14] use a distributed binary voting model in cognitive radio. To compensate
their noisy observation of channel utilization by primary spectrum users, each secondary user
requests their neighbor’s opinion (vote). Those interactions are repeated and the Beta
distribution is used to formulate a trust metric. Nodes with low trust are eliminated to have a
more accurate channel evaluation. Replica voting for data collection in an active environment is
investigated in [15-16].
Park et al. [17-18] proposed a trusted software-component sharing architecture in order to
support the survivability at runtime against internal failures and cyber attacks in mission critical
systems. They defined the definition of survivability using state diagrams, developed static and
dynamic survivability models, and introduced the framework of multiple-aspect software testing
and software-component immunization. Amir et al. [19] presented a Byzantine fault-tolerant
replication protocol that is resilient to performance attacks in malicious environments. Dai et al.
[20] and Meng et al. [21] introduced self-healing approaches for reliable systems.
Alongside the research above, there is a large mathematical literature about binary voting
starting with Condorcet [22]. Simply stated, the Condorcet Jury Theorem (CJT) shows that if a
group of homogeneous and independent voters, with voter competence better than random, uses
the simple majority rule to choose among two alternatives having equal a priori probability, then
the group’s decision accuracy monotonically increases and converges to one as the number of
voters increases. Owen et al. [23] generalized the CJT while considering any distribution of
voter competence. The original CJT was restricted to a uniform distribution of voter competence
or reliability p. A mathematical survey of binary voting is provided in [24]. A preliminary
version of this paper appears in [10].

3. CALCULATION OF THE OPTIMUM NUMBER OF REPLICATED NODES
The optimum number of replicated nodes has attracted less attention in the literature. The
implicit assumption is that the number of nodes that participate in the decision is given.
However, we believe that number of nodes strongly contributes to optimizing the decision
center’s reactions. We are proposing an optimization approach based on the law of diminishing
marginal utility.
Without loss of generality, we assume in this section that the nodes are homogeneous and that
each node’s reliability is p. We also consider that 0.5 <  ≤ 1. Therefore, in the framework of
Condorcet [22], using a simple majority and without malicious nodes, the reliability of the
decision monotonically increases and converges to one as the number of voter grows to infinity.
This is valid for either the simple majority rule or the hierarchical decision process.
In the democratic political system that Condorcet advocated, the government organizes the
election and does not pay its citizens to vote. Thus, a larger electorate increases the result
accuracy at no fee to the government. Accordingly, a larger electorate is always better in terms
of vote accuracy. However, in fault-tolerant networks, there is a system designer’s cost
associated with any additional voter (e.g., node or sensor). Precisely, there is a tradeoff between
costs and accuracy in fault-tolerant networks. We will show that above the optimum number of
replicated nodes, any increase in replicas will result in diminishing marginal utilities. This is
4
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because the cost of an additional replica exceeds the marginal payoff, and that the marginal
payoff depends on the reliability increase due to an additional replica.
Let C be the cost of a node and V be the value of the target being protected by a mission. A
binary voting mechanism is implemented to aggregate the decision of the N nodes. An odd

number of nodes are used to avoid tie vote. Let us take  =  . The probability   that N
nodes reach the correct decision in a majority rule can be calculated as:
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We will proceed in two steps. In the first step, we repeat the CJT to show that  monotonically
increases. The second step will show that the rate of that increment decreases. Those two steps
are enough to validate a diminishing marginal utility.
Theorem 1: The sequence  increases with N when 0.5 <  ≤ 1. (CJT, [22])
Proof: The following recursion formula holds:
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In fact, two additional voters can influence a binary election using the simple majority rules if
and only if one alternative has one vote more than the other. The second term of the right hand
side (RHS) of (3) is the probability that the incorrect alternative has one more vote than the
correct one and the two new voters vote correctly. The third term of the right hand side (RHS)
of (3) is just the reverse or the probability that the correct alternative has one more vote than the
incorrect one and the two new voters vote incorrectly. After a few algebraic manipulations, we
have:

 −  = 2 − 1   &1 −  ' > 0 if  > 0.5.
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Theorem 2: The sequence + =  −  decreases with N when 0.5 <  ≤ 1.
Proof:
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Theorem 2 shows that the marginal reliability value of two additional nodes diminishes. Then
increasing the number of nodes yields concave utility. Thus, applying the law of diminishing
marginal utility, the optimum number of nodes to use in the decision process should be the
larger number N such that:
 −  / ≥ 1.

6

Figure 1 provides a numerical example. We use  = 0.9.We can see that  =  = 0.9, 4 =
0.91944, 5 = 0.925272. Thus, the increase in precision from the addition of the first two
nodes (2%) is higher than that of the last two (0.5%).
We have provided an approach to calculate the optimum number of nodes when using the
simple majority rule with uncompromised nodes. However, this approach can be generalized to
the case of RD, RT, or when nodes are arranged in either a cluster or hierarchically while in the
presence of compromised nodes.

Figure 1. Decision Reliability as a Function of N

4. OPTIMUM NODE ARRANGEMENT
In this section, we discuss the optimum structure of the replicated nodes to maximize their fault
tolerance. We will compare the simple majority vote with clustering and hierarchical vote. The
nodes are considered to be diverse to prevent correlated failure.

4.1. Simple Majority
A simple majority is the most common vote aggregation scheme. An odd number of nodes are
used to avoid tie vote. The aggregate result is the outcome having more than 50% of the vote.
Figure 2 illustrates a simple majority voting protocol. For the purpose of the discussion in this
section, we define the tenacity of a structure of nodes as the minimum proportion of nodes that
an attacker must compromise to have a total control over the aggregate decision. Therefore,
6
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using a simple majority with N nodes (N odd), the tenacity will be  =
50%. Figure 2 represents a simple majority voting scheme.


,


which approaches

Figure 2: Simple Majority voting

4.2. Clustering
Presently, let us consider a rational agent (the defender) at the decision center that believes that
more than 50% of its nodes have been compromised by an attacker. The attacker will then have
full control over the decision outcome if using a simple majority rule to aggregate the votes. To
respond to the situation, the defender may simply arrange its nodes in a cluster as presented in
Table 1.
In Table 1, the C represents the compromised nodes and R the regular nodes. In the first three
columns, R is the majority. Thus, we may have a correct decision in the majority of columns or
clusters. Let us also consider that the defender aggregate's result is that of the majority of nodes
in the majority of clusters. In this case, if we consider highly reliable nodes, 25 nodes can
survive the failure of up to 16 nodes as illustrated in Table 1. This is a clear improvement
compare to simple majority rule that can only survive the failure of 12 out of 25 nodes.
However, the defender can take advantage of the cluster structure if and only if that structure is
unknown to the attacker. For instance, an attacker that knows the cluster structure just needs to
compromise 9 nodes out of 25 as presented in Table 2. In this case, using a simple majority rule
is a superior solution. In fact, the attacker’s optimum strategy is to compromise a bare majority
of nodes in a bare majority of clusters.

7
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Using  = 2 + 1  nodes for instance, we can see that the attacker just needs to compromise
 + 1 nodes in  + 1 clusters for a total number of  + 1  nodes out of the 2 + 1 
 7

nodes (see Table 2). The ratio  7 =

 7 
, 7 ,

converges to 0.25 as k grows.

Table 1. 25 Nodes Illustration
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Table 2. 25 Nodes Illustration
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C: Compromised Nodes
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In contrast, when the defender knows the cluster structure while that structure is unknown to the
attacker, the optimum attacker’s strategy is to randomly attack the nodes. As a consequence,
 7

taking the ratio, the cluster structure can survive the failure of 81 −  7 9 nodes (see Table 1),

or 75%. By definition, the maximum tenacity of a cluster structure is 75%.

Logical connection
Node

Figure 3: Hierarchical representation of the nodes in Table 1 and 2
In short, the clustering strategy in two dimensions (Table 1) cannot protect the aggregate
decision when the number of compromised nodes is higher than 75%. To survive the
compromising of more than 75% of the nodes, clustering should be applied in three dimensions
8
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or higher. We see in the next subsection that arranging the nodes hierarchically (which is a
higher dimension clustering) can possibly survive the compromising of more than 75% of
nodes. For instance, Table 1 or 2 can be represented hierarchically as in Figure 3. From left to
right in Figure 3, the first five nodes represent the nodes of the first column or cluster. The next
five nodes represent the second column and so on. Thus we can see that the hierarchical vote of
Figure 4 has three layers and is comparable to a three dimension clustering.

4.3. Hierarchical Troika
Figure 4 shows 27 nodes hierarchically arranged in subsets of three nodes (hierarchical troika).
The 27 nodes make their decision in three layers. The resulting decision of the higher layer is
that of at least 2 out of 3 nodes in the lower layer. Since 27 = 9*3 = 3*3*3, the first layer has 27
nodes, the second layer has 9 sub-results, the third layer has 3 sub-results, and the final
aggregate result is obtained from the last three results.
The higher layers are not nodes but materialize the logical aggregate decision from the lower
layers. Recall that in our scenario, only the soldiers on the ground are equipped with sensors.
Thus, logical connections instantiate the hierarchical structure: a captain sending the partial
aggregate vote to the colonel that in turn will partially aggregate the vote at his layer to send it
to the general. In corporations, the logical connection could be the supervisor sending the vote
to the head manager that will report to the director.
A careful analysis of this decision process shows that the 27 nodes can tolerate the failure of up
to 19 nodes (see Figure 4). Figure 4 shows 19 nodes with a circle shape (compromised) and 8
nodes with a square shape (regular). The straight line shows the transmission of a correct vote to
the higher layer while an interrupted line shows the transmission of an incorrect vote. We can
see that the final decision is correct because two out of three votes are correct in the upper layer.

Regular nodes
Malicious nodes
Logical connection
Correct vote
Incorrect vote

Figure 4. Hierarchical Troika nodes arrangement
Extending the process with 81 nodes, we see that the system tolerates the failure of up to 65
nodes or 80% of nodes. The truthful node can win an election with only 20% of the vote. In
general, 3: nodes require n layers decision process and can tolerate the failure of 3: − 2:
4; ;

 :

nodes. Thus, the tolerance ratio is 4; = 1 − 4 which converges to 100% as n grows.
Therefore, we can see that a hierarchical node arrangement maximizes the tenacity of the
network when the attacker does not know the nodes’ assignment into the hierarchical structure.
The analysis in this subsection remains valid in other hierarchical structures such as hierarchical
5, 7, …or a combination.
9
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4.4. Structure Comparison
In summary, we have shown that clustering the nodes or arranging them hierarchically is a
valuable strategy to the defender if and only if it is hard for the attacker to infer the cluster
structure. One way to insure this is for the defender to randomly and periodically reassign the
nodes into different clusters or troika arrangements. Moreover, we can see that there is a
tradeoff between resisting the compromising of a large number of nodes and the risk of being
exposed to the compromising of a few nodes. Therefore, the defender’s belief about the
distribution of the number of compromised nodes is the most important factor that determines
the best structure to use.
Generally speaking, at a given time, if the defender believes that the attacker has compromised
only a minority of nodes, the defender may choose among simple majority rule, clustering, or
hierarchical troika. However, if the defender believes that the attacker has compromised
between 50% and 75% of nodes, the defender must avoid simple majority and use clustering or
hierarchical troika. When more than 75% of nodes are compromised, the only solution left is
hierarchical troika.
We can perform a similar comparison when the defender does not know the exact number of
compromised nodes but his belief about that number has a specific probability density function
(PDF). Table 3 provides a summary. Definitely, more specific results will depend on the exact
PDF (uniform, normal, exponential, etc.), the shape of the PDF (symmetric or skewed), a node’s
reliability, and the number of nodes.
Table 3. Comparison of the Structures
Simple

Cluster

Troika

Majority
Tenacity

Low

Medium

High

Scalability

Low

Medium

High

Speed of vote aggregation

Low

Medium

High

Proportion of

0-50%

Good

Good

Good

50%-75%

Poor

Good

Good

75%-100%

Poor

Poor

Good

Uniform,
Symmetric

Good

Good

Good

Positive skew

Good

Good

Good

Negative
skew

Poor

Medium

Good

compromised
nodes

Probability
density function
of
defender
belief’s on the
number
of
compromised
nodes

Note that we can also have a rectangular cluster (e.g. 5 clusters of 9 nodes or 45 nodes in total).
In a rectangular cluster, the number of rows should be as close as possible to the number of
10
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columns to maximize the structure tenacity. Moreover, additional precautions can be taken to
arrange the nodes hierarchically even though the number of nodes is not a specific power of an
integer. Section 5 will reveal more structure comparisons.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section shows our simulation results to support the different techniques analyzed in this
paper. Recall that clustering is a special case of a hierarchical vote. Therefore, the clustering
technique is not evaluated in our simulation. The simulation results are generated from
MATLAB. We organized the results in three sets of experiments. Each set examines a specific
factor. The first factor we examined is the system-of-nodes reliability when there is no
malicious node in two structures: hierarchical troika and simple majority. The second factor we
consider is the impact of a malicious node in a system-of-nodes. Again, we consider hierarchical
troika and simple majority rule. We look into the power of a single malicious node to change
the aggregate result. The third consideration is replicas’ diversity. In fact, a system of nodes is
more vulnerable to malicious attacks and natural faults if the replicas are a perfect copy of each
other. That is because any successful attack in any replica can be used to compromise all the
nodes. Moreover, with similar replicas, a natural fault can simultaneously damage all the
replicas at once. In short, diversity increases the system resilience.

5.1. System-of-nodes Reliability Comparison
We can observe that hierarchical troika and simple majority are identical in the case of 3 nodes.
Figures 5 and 6 show how the group of nodes decision reliability varies with individual node
reliably using 9 and 27 nodes respectively.
The result is that hierarchical troika outperform simple majority when 0 ≤  < 0.5 and the
reverse is true when 0.5 <  ≤ 1. We forecast that this result holds for any number of nodes
above 27. In fact, there is information lost at each layer of the hierarchical vote when a partial
vote aggregation is performed (at the logical connection in Figure 4). That information lost
decreases the aggregate vote reliability of hierarchical troika compared to a simple majority
vote. Thus, if each node’s reliability is 0.5 <  ≤ 1, and the defender’s main concern is to
increase the collective decision reliability while not considering the malicious nodes’ action, a
simple majority should be used.
However, the main concern of this research is the malicious nodes’ action. We deal with
malicious nodes’ action in the next subsection. We can also see that hierarchical troika is also
consistent with CJT. If we have  = 0.5, the system of node reliability stays at 0.5. When we
have  > 0.5 the system of node reliability is above 0.5. On the contrary, when we have  <
0.5 the system of node reliability is below 0.5. Looking at the difference between Figure 5 and
6, we see a fast convergence to one when 0.5 <  ≤ 1 (zero respectively if 0 ≤  < 0.5) as the
number of nodes increases. We can also see that the convergence is faster as we move away
from  = 0.5 . Also, as the number of nodes increases or the node’s reliability increases, the
difference between simple majority and hierarchical troika becomes negligible.
To generalize our analysis above 27 nodes, we have already shown that the aggregate decision
reliability using simple majority increases according to the sequence (3) and (4). A similar
sequence can be derived using hierarchical troika. First, we need to observe that using three
nodes, the aggregate decision reliability in a troika is:
< 4 = 3 − 24 .
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Figure 5. Troika vs. Majority group of 9 nodes decision reliability

Figure 6. Troika vs. Majority group of 27 nodes decision reliability
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Given the recursive structure of hierarchical troika, we have:
< 4 = 3< 



− 2<  4 .

8

Equations (4) and (8) allow a direct comparison of simple majority for any number of nodes that
is a power of 3.

5.2. Measuring a Malicious Node’s Influence
One metric we can use to measure a malicious node’s influence is the probability that a single
vote changes the aggregate decision. Again, we compare troika and simple majority using 9 and
27 nodes because they are powers of 3.
Using simple majority with an odd number of nodes, a single malicious node can change the
aggregate decision if and only if the vote from other nodes breaks even. The probability of a tie
vote in a simple majority is:
1 = 

 − 1 
1 − 

−1



, with  =

+1
.
2

9

Using hierarchical troika, the process is different. First, we can see that if there are only three
nodes, a malicious node changes the aggregate decision if the two other nodes have different
votes, that happens with probability
1 < 4 = 21 −  .

10

Second, with 9 nodes, there are two decision layers (see Figure 4). A single node can influence
the 9 nodes decision if at the first layer the two other nodes have different votes (which happen
with probability 1 < 4 = 21 −  ) and, at the second layer, the two logical connections have
different results (which happen with probability 2< 4 1 − < 4 . Thus, we have:
1 < > = &21 −  '&2< 4 1 − < 4 '.

11

More generally, we have
1

<

@ABC 



= ? 2<  1 − <  ,  a power of 3.

12



Figure 7 shows that a malicious node has a stronger influence on simple majority than on


hierarchical troika if <  < . The reverse is true elsewhere. Further, if we take the integral
4
4
for all values of p 0 ≤  ≤ 1 , hierarchical troika and simple majority have equal results.
Figure 8 shows a similar result to Figure 7 but with the interval in which hierarchical troika is
more effective than simple majority is reduced to 0.4 <  < 0.6. We foresee that this interval
will continue to be reduced as the number of nodes increases.
Recall that in Section 4 we considered highly reliable nodes and showed that hierarchical troika
will outperform simple majority if a high proportion of nodes (approximately more than 50%)

are compromised. Thus, we anticipate that when nodes are highly reliable  <  ≤
4

1 for 9 nodes, if there is a small proportion of compromised nodes, simple majority should be
used. However, as the number of compromised nodes increases, there must be a critical
proportion above which hierarchical troika is superior to simple majority.
13
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Figure 7. Troika vs. Majority in the mitigation of malicious nodes’ vote

Figure 8. Troika vs. Majority in the mitigation of malicious nodes’ vote
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In this comparison, we have focused our attention to simple majority and hierarchical troika. In
fact, those are the two extreme structures. For instance, the cluster of Table 1 and 2 can be
represented as hierarchical 5. We may also have hierarchical 7, 9…, and so on. Furthermore,
simple majority can be represented as hierarchical N with the entire vote aggregated in one step.
The properties of hierarchical 5, 7, and others can be inferred from the comparison of simple
majority and hierarchical troika. For instance, in Subsection 5.1, we can easily infer that
if 0.5 <  ≤ 1, the aggregate decision reliability must be such that: simple
majority>…>hierarchical 5> hierarchical troika.

5.3. Replica Diversity
Up to now we have assumed that the replicas are functional replicas – that is, they perform the
same function but none are identical. This prevents a monoculture that would be susceptible to a
global vulnerability. However, as the number of replicas’ types requiring diversification
increases the associated costs in design, development, and testing may become prohibitive. This
is because it is easier to duplicate a node rather than creating an entirely new one. Therefore, we
now consider diversity in a more restrictive sense where the number of functional replicas is,
due to cost constraints, limited to a small number of types.
We have conducted an analysis with three types of replicas within a voting mechanism. This is
to guarantee that the other two types of replicas can reach the correct result in case one fails. To
increase the aggregate reliability, we have used three nodes of each type. Thus, we have a total
of 9 nodes. The 9 nodes are just a prototype for a possible large scale replication. Each node has
a reliability p (0 ≤  ≤ 1) regardless of its type. The replicas of each type are a perfect copy of
each other. Therefore, we assume that a malicious attack that compromises one node will also
compromise all the nodes of the same type instantaneously. However, we assume that nodes of
different types cannot be instantaneously compromised with the same attack. That is because the
nodes of different types incorporate sufficient diversity, for example, running different software
or having undergone a different fabrication process. If they incorporate diversity, then we
assume that they have different vulnerabilities and hence fail independently due to attack.
In the first experiment, we consider that no replica has failed. We compare two node
arrangements: simple majority and hierarchical troika. Figure 5 and 6 and Subsection 5.1
indicate that simple majority is superior to hierarchical troika when the node reliability is greater
than 0.5.
In the second experiment, we consider the failure of three nodes of the same type. We again
compare the performance of a simple majority and hierarchical troika. This time, we focus on
two forms of node arrangement into the troika: homogeneous (see Figure 9) and heterogeneous
(see Figure 10). We assume in this analysis that a compromised node never votes truthfully;
therefore, the reliability of a compromised node is  = 0.
In the case of a simple majority, at least 5 out of 9 nodes have to vote correctly in order for the
aggregate result to be correct. Given that three nodes are compromised and cannot vote
correctly, there are only two ways that the aggregate result can be correct. The first possibility is
that all the six uncompromised nodes vote correctly, which happens with probability L . The
second alternative is that five of the six uncompromised nodes vote correctly while one votes
incorrectly, which happens with probability -L5.5 1 −  = 65 − 6L . In short, when simple
majority is used to aggregate the vote and three nodes of the same type are compromised, the
probability MN that the majority will be correct is:
MN = 65 − 5L .
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There are several ways to arrange 9 nodes of three types (three of each type) into the troika as in
Figure 9 and 10. There is a total of -4>. ∗ -L4. ∗ -44. or 1680 possibilities. Among those 1680
possibilities, one is a homogeneous troika (Figure 9) and the 1679 others are Heterogeneous.
We use Figure 10 to get some insight into the characteristics of the different forms that are
possible with Heterogeneous Troika. In fact, other forms of heterogeneous troika will combine
the features of Figures 9 and 10.
Let us consider that the 9 nodes are arranged as in Figure 9 (homogeneous troika) and one type
has failed, say type 3 (the hexagon). Thus, the troika containing the three hexagons must yield
the wrong result. Therefore, the two other troikas (represented by the square and pentagon) must
simultaneously send the correct result in order for the aggregate result to be correct. In fact, one
troika yields the correct result if at least two out of three nodes vote correctly. This occurs with
probability 4 + -4. 1 −  = 3 − 24 . Then, two troikas will yield the correct result with
probability 3 − 24  = 4L − 125 + 9, . In summary, when a homogeneous troika is
used to aggregate the vote as shown in Figure 9 and three nodes of the same type are
compromised, the probability PQ< that the aggregate result will be correct is:
PQ< = 4L − 125 + 9,
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Figure 9: Homogeneous Troika
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Figure 10: Heterogeneous Troika
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Let us consider that the 9 nodes are arranged as in Figure 10 (Heterogeneous Troika) and
assume that one type fails, say type 3 (the hexagon). In each troika, the result will be correct if
and only if the troikas represented by the square and the pentagon vote correctly, which will
happen with probability  . Since there are three troikas, the aggregate result is correct if at
least two of the three troikas yield the correct result. Therefore, the probability PR< that the
aggregate result will be correct is:
PR< = 

4

3
+     1 −  = 3, − 2L
2

15

Figure 11 shows the resulting aggregate reliability to withstand both naturally-occurring faults
and those that are attacker induced given that the replicas of one type have failed. We can see
that a homogeneous troika is the best arrangement when there is a failure in the nodes; however,
it merits repeating that a simple majority is favored when the malicious influence is absent (see
Figure 5 and 6). This compels the consideration of deploying dynamic voting mechanisms: at
the onset of the mission: a simple majority is instantiated for withstanding naturally occurring
faults and later, as the mission advances, switching to homogeneous troika as warranted by the
system’s exposure to attack.

Comparison of Nodes' Arrangement
1
Homogeneous Troika
Heterogeneous Troika
Simple Majority

0.9

Aggregate Node Reliability
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Figure 11: Comparison of Simple Majority and Hierarchical Troika Having a Failure of One
Type.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
This research has compared the simple majority rule with a hierarchical decision process in a
strategic environment. When there is no compromised node, we have shown that a simple
majority decision rule is generally preferable to a hierarchical decision. Also, a hierarchical
decision process should only be chosen when fast vote aggregation in a large scale network is
the primary metric to consider. However, there are advantages of a hierarchical decision
processes when nodes are potentially compromised and the application of diversity among the
replicas is taken into account. In this case, the replicas of the same type should be grouped
together as in Homogeneous Troika. We will investigate in more detail the scalability and
speed of troika in our future research. Also, when investigating replicas’ diversity, we have
considered that the replicas of different types are vulnerable to different threats and that they fail
independently. Our future research will look into the consequences of potential failure
correlation among different replicas’ types.
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